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Why we need to do optics?
• The existing optics matrix are pretty good for both HMS and SHMS. 

But they can cover Ytar only from about -5.5 cm to +5.5 cm. 

• For A1N|D2N, the 3He target is 40 cm long. For 12.5 degrees data 
set, it requires Ytar to cover -5.4 cm to 5.4 cm. For 30 degrees data 
set, it requires Ytar to cover -11.0 cm to 11.0 cm. 

• In the first order, dP reconstruction does not depend on Ytar, 
therefore we do not need to redo a full dP scan.  We only need to 
take some dP points to check how good the existing optics will apply 
to our data. (We will check dP in 5% step only at small angle).

• Angle (theta and phi) and vz (Ytar) reconstruction will need a brand 
new matrix only for 30 degrees data set, but without dP calibration.
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Optics Target
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Carbon foil, with 1mm diameter hole. 

All is 10 mi thickness.



Run Plan

12.5 degrees (and lower) data set:

• A simplified version of delta scan (0%, +/-5%, +/-8% for HMS at 
11.7 degrees, and 0%, +/-5%, +/-10%, +15% for SHMS at 8.5 
degrees). 

For dP=0%: 

1) 1 run without sieve on 2-foil target;

2) 1 run with sieve on 2-foil target;
For dP=5%,+/-8%,+/-10%, +15%:  

1) 1 run with sieve on 2-foil target;

30 degrees data set:

• We need to do angle and Ytar calibration using resonance events 
from 7 foils and with sieve.  (No need to be 1 pass beam.)

• Prefer to set spectrometer angle at 35 degrees other than 30 
degrees to cover wider Ytar.
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HMS dP vs Ytar  
In the first order, dP should not depend on Ytar.
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Only one sieve hole



Update mc-singe-arm with TURE Sieve Slit
Updated mc-single-arm with the TRUE sieve hole pattern and diameters.

With sieve,  HMS (@11.7 deg) carbon elastic rate drops to only 4.6% of that without sieve, 
while SHMS (@8.5 deg) carbon elastic rate drops to 6.2% of that without sieve. 
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HMS: 11.7deg, C12 single foil SHMS: 8.5deg, C12 single foil

HMS and SHMS each SC bar is about 8cm wide.  All elastic events will  go into one single 
SC bar, if the P0 is set ideally. 



How to Determine Which 2 SC Bar Should Be On?
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HMS: elastic only, no sieve SHMS: elastic only, no sieve

HMS and SHMS each SC bar is about 8cm wide.  All elastic events will  go into 2 SC bar, 
if the P0 is set ideally.   With the following fit functions,  we can predict which bars 
should be turned on.

HMS: no sieve SHMS: no sieve



HMS Sieve Slit Rates: 2.1 GeV, 11.7deg

E=2.1 GeV, theta= 11.7 degrees, P0=2.092, Single C12 foil.

With sieve,  HMS carbon elastic total rate drops to only 4.6% of that without sieve. 8



SHMS Sieve Slit Rates: 2.1 GeV, 8.5deg

E=2.1 GeV, theta= 8.5 degrees, P0=2.096, Single C12 foil.

Wwith sieve,  SHMS carbon elastic total rate drops to only 6.2% of that without sieve. 9



HMS Sieve Slit Rates: 10.5 GeV, 30deg

E=10.5 GeV, theta= 30 degrees, P0=1.500, Single C12 foil.

With sieve,  HMS carbon rate drops to only 4.77% of that without sieve. 10



SHMS Sieve Slit Rates: 10.5 GeV, 30deg

E=10.5 GeV, theta= 30 degrees, P0=1.800, Single C12 foil.

With sieve,  SHMS carbon rate drops to only 6.6% of that without sieve. 11



Carbon Inclusive Cross Section

Prefer to choose 35 degrees other than 30 degrees in order to cover wider Ytar.

If possible, use 2-pass beam @ 35 degrees

Required beam time is limited SHMS whose “designed” minimum momentum is 2.0 GeV. 
We will push it to 1.800 GeV. 12



Change-Over-Time
• 30 minutes to cycle HMS or SHMS dipole. 

• 5 minutes to change momentum (going down only).

• 3 minutes to change targets (switch between single-foil to 7-
foil)

• 15 minutes to change the sieve slit in or out

• Estimate data taking time based on simulation, details will be 
present.
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Suggested Run List

• dP scan total calendar time: 338 minutes + 70 overhead minutes

• Angle and Ytar calibration total calendar time: 890 minutes @ 30 degrees, assuming 10 
mil thickness carbon foil is used. 14



dP Scan Operation Procedure

• dP=0%, no sieve, 2-foil (21m)

• Move sieve in (15m)

• dP=0%, take 2-foil data (24m) 

• Change both dP to +5% (5m), take 2-foil data(23m) 

• Change dP to +8% for HMS and +10% for SHMS(5m), take 2-foil 
data(25m) 

• Change both dP to +15% (5m), take 2-foil data(24m) 

• Cycle Dipoles for both HMS and SHMS (30m), set dP to -8% for 
HMS and -10% for SHMS), take 2-foil data(25m) 

• Change both dP to -5% (5m), take 2-foil data(25m) 

If time allow, I prefer to add +20% and -15% for SHMS. Which will 
take 110 minutes more.

Color blue is overhead time. 15



Summary

1. We suggest to do a simple version of dP scan at small angle using 2- foil 
target, with 1-pass beam. Turn on only 2 SC Bar during dP scan can save 
a lot of beam time. (Need to find out a way to identify quickly which 2 
SC bars the elastic events will hit during data taking. Time for this task is 
not counted yet.) 

2. We will do a brand NEW angle and Ytar calibration at 35 ( or 30) degrees 
using resonance events. We will need 100 mil C12 foils.  We do not need 
1-pass beam for this.

3. Total calendar time for dP scan is about 408 minutes (1-pass beam).

4. Total calendar time for angle and Ytar calibration is about 890 minutes 
(assuming 10 mil thickness carbon foils and spectrometer are at 30 
degrees, 5-pass beam). If possible,  we should use 2-pass beam at 35 
degrees.
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Back up
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dP Scan: 0%, Full Acceptance

Strong VZ dependence

without sieve, all SC bars are on 18



dP Scan: 0%, 2-Bar Acceptance

Strong VZ dependence

without sieve, only 2 SC bars are on 19



dP Scan: 0%, Full Acceptance, Elas only

Strong VZ dependence

without sieve, all SC bars are on 20



Beam Time for dP Scan: 0%

Use only 2 SC bars can save a lot of time (a factor of 8 for HMS and 1.7 for SHMS)

Suggest to use 2-foil target
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Beam Time for Other dP Scan Runs

Must use only 2 SC bars to save time (expect final beam time to be similar to 0% case)

Suggest to use 2-foil target 22



dP Scan: +5%, Full Acceptance

Strong VZ dependence

without sieve, all SC bars are on 23



dP Scan: +8% or +10%, Full Acceptance

Strong VZ dependence

without sieve, all SC bars are on 24



dP Scan: -5%, Full Acceptance

Strong VZ dependence

without sieve, all SC bars are on 25



dP Scan: -8% or -10%, Full Acceptance

Strong VZ dependence

without sieve, all SC bars are on 26



Angle and Ytar Calibration, 30 degrees

Rates are very low, we need 100 mil thickness carbon foils. 

The 7th foil rate here is limited by the transportation package in simulation.  

We can lower P0 to 1.0 GeV for HMS if necessary. 

Rates here are without sieve, all SC bars are on.
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Angle and Ytar Calibration, 35 degrees

Rates are very low, we need 100 mil thickness carbon foils. 

The 1st and 7th foil rates here are limited by the transportation package in simulation. 
Rates here are without sieve, all SC bars are on.
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Beam Time for Angle and Ytar Calibration

Suggest to use only 7-foil target.

Suggest to increase the carbon foil thickness from 10 mil to 100 mil. 

Suggest to have 100 events in center sieve hole from center foil since this is a brand NEW 
optics.

Prefer to do this with 35 degrees angle to cover wider Ytar, but also need to compromise 
with rates.  (Or we can set 1st and 7th foil to +/-22.0 cm).
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HMS Sieve Drawing
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SHMS Sieve Drawing
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HMS Sieve Slit Rates: 2.1 GeV, 11.7deg

E=2.1 GeV, theta= 11.7degrees, P0=2.068, Single C12 foil

with sieve,  HMS carbon elastic total rate drops to only 4.6% of that without sieve. 32



SHMS Sieve Slit Rates: 2.1 GeV, 8.5deg

E=2.1 GeV, theta= 8.5degrees, P0=2.083, Single C12 foil

with sieve,  SHMS carbon elastic total rate drops to only 6.2% of that without sieve. 33


